Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA)
Technical Committee Meeting Agenda
Conference Call
Tuesday, Sept 20, 2015 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM

Attendees: Barry Paye (WIDOT – Chair), Hall Heather (TNDOT), Temple Short (SCDOT), Gloria Burke (MD DOT), Wayne Rilko (FDOT), Bin Shi (UT DOT), Vince Glick (NTPEP), Cliff Selkinghaus (SCDOT), Steven Ingram (ALDOT), Saboundjian, Stephan (AKDOT)

1) Update from Florida on Testing Plan
   a. Still working on some of the control portions
   b. Equipment has been down, and there is someone in the lab today fixing that equipment
   c. Results available for reporting
      i. Ingevity is undergoing testing and AkzoNobel products are next in the cycle
         1. 3 to 4 weeks out from when the pill weight is obtained. Currently awaiting equipment fix to obtain pill weight
      ii. Dosage rate will be ran at 0.5; Manufacturers had positive feedback when informed, and a cross check with the TC was done in-meeting
   d. Testing expected to take about a month per product
2) Update on the number of products submitted
   a. No new products for 2016
3) Discussion on committee chair/vice chair status going forward
   a. Jack Cowsert's retirement has prompted the availability of the Chair position on the committee. Barry Paye will hold the role until interest is shown from current participating states members to take on the responsibility. If member(s) show an interest to take on the responsibility, NTPEP will coordinate the review and administration of future roles.
      i. Email Barry Barry.Paye@dot.wi.gov and/or Vince vglick@aashto.org for more information if there is any interest to step up into a leadership position
4) Discussion about expansion into testing antistrip products
   a. If there is an interest in pursuing this, a work plan would need to be developed
      i. Additionally, a granite would need to be used from somewhere
      ii. Steven (Alabama) - describes their granite as "slippery rock"
      iii. Gloria (Maryland) - TC needs to exhibit cation when placing these under the same umbrella
         1. Barry (WIDOT - Chair) - Proposition to have "Asphalt Additives" as a rename or addition to the current TC title
         2. Vince (NTPEP) to speak with Bill Real (NTPEP) who is gathering data from the states on DataMine use and needs, regarding all TC's
            a. Run a search on the data acquired for mentions of antistrip